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Policy Paradigms, Social Learning, and the State
The Case of Economic Policymaking in Britain
Peter A. Hall

The study of comparative politics has been heavily influenced over the past decade by
theories of the state. Initially developed by neo-Marxistsin response to the persistence of
capitalism, such theories now take a variety of forms.' Their central contention is that the
state, broadlyunderstoodas the executive, legislative, and judicial apparatusof the nation,
has an important impact of its own on the nature of public policy and considerable
independence from organized social interests and the electoral coalitions that might
otherwise be said to drive policy. In the words of one state theorist, policy should not be
seen as "a vector diagram in which a series of pressuresare broughtto bear on the state,
which then moves in the direction it is pushed by the strongest societal forces."2 In this
respect, theories of the state offer a useful, if occasionally overstated,correctiveto pluralist
emphases on the societal sources of policy.3
However, all research programsleave some questions unanswered, and this one poses
particularlydifficult ones. What motivates the actions of the state, if it is not the factors
previously identifiedby pluralistanalysis? How are we to conceive of the policy process if
not as a responseto societal pressure?In this regard,the negative force of the state theorists'
case againstmore traditionallines of thoughthas not been matchedby theirpositive attempts
to construct an alternative conception of policymaking. To suggest that policymakers
respond instead to the "national interest" leaves us wondering how this national interest
comes to be defined.4 Similarly, to argue that policy reflects a "parallelogram of
preferences"among public officials themselves or the outcome of a "bureaucraticpolitics"
in which "whereyou standdependson where you sit" importsa ratherunderspecifiedmodel
of pluralismback into the state itself.5 Even the argumentthat "policy legacies" determine
the course of subsequent policy raises questions about why some legacies are more
influentialthan others.6The recent work that focuses our attentionon the state has been of
great value, but the state at which we are now looking largely remains a black box.7
In the face of this dilemma, theoristsof the state have been casting aboutfor an alternative
conceptionof the policy process with which to complete theiraccountof policy. Out of these
endeavors, one concept has begun to appearwith particularfrequency.That is the concept of
policymaking as social learning. The notion of politics as learning has origins in work on
cybernetics and organizationtheory, and psychologically oriented versions of it have been
applied with some success to the process of foreign policymaking.8 However, the
formulationthat has had the most influence on theories of the state is the one presentedin
Hugh Heclo's distinguishedstudy of social policymakingin Britainand Sweden. In Heclo's
words: "Politics finds its sources not only in power but also in uncertainty-men
collectively wondering what to do. . . . Governments not only 'power' . . . they also puzzle.
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Policy-making is a form of collective puzzlement on society's behalf. ... Much political
interactionhas constituteda process of social learning expressed throughpolicy."9
There is a profoundinsight here, and it has been taken up with enthusiasmby theoristsof
the state. In an influential review essay, Theda Skocpol observes that Heclo's work
"suggests how to locate and analyze autonomousstate contributionsto policy-making, even
within constitutionalpolities nominally directed by legislatures and electoral parties," and
Paul Sacks argues that "the 'politics as learning' approachimplies that elements within the
state, acting, presumably, in pursuit of the national interest, decide what to do without
serious oppositionfrom externalactors," therebyconfirminga centraltenet of state theory.'
The notion of social learning is on the verge of becoming a key element in contemporary
theories of the state and of policymaking more generally.
However, there are two major problems with the concept of social learning as hitherto
employed by theorists of the state. First, it has been presented in only the sketchiest of
terms. Unlike the psychologically oriented versions of learning theory that have been
explored more fully in studies of foreign policy and the procedurallyoriented versions
presentedby organizationtheorists, the concept of social learning presentedby Heclo and
taken up by theorists of the state emphasizes the role of ideas in policymaking. But those
who use the concept have yet to develop an overarchingimage of the way in which ideas fit
into the policy process or a clear conception of how those ideas might change.
Second, it is not at all clear that the process of social learning actually accords as
completely as many think with the notion of an autonomous state. Social learning has
generally been treatedas a dimension of policymaking that confirms the autonomy of the
state, but it may well be a process that is intimatelyaffected by societal developmentsrather
than one that takes place largely inside the state itself.
This point speaks to a centraldivision within currentanalyses of the state. Recent theories
of the state can be divided into two types. On one side is a set of analyses that might be
described as state-centricin that they emphasize the autonomy of the state from societal
pressure. These works suggest that policy is generally made by public officials operating
with considerableindependencefrom organizationslike interestgroups and political parties
that transmitsocietal demands." On the other side is a range of theories that might be called
state-structural.They, too, emphasize the impact on policy of the state's structureand its
actions, but they are less inclined to insist on the autonomy of the state vis-A-vis societal
pressure. Instead, they accord interestgroups, political parties, and other actors outside the
state an importantrole in the policy process. Their main point is that the structureand past
activities of the state often affect the nature or force of the demands that these actors
articulate.12If social learning is a process that takes place largely inside the state itself, it
will accord well with the argumentsof state-centrictheorists. However, to the extent that
social learning involves much broaderparticipationand conflict within the political system
as a whole, it will be more consonantwith the state-structuralistapproach.
The object of this article is to examine the natureof social learningand the more general
process whereby policies change with a view to resolving some of these issues. At the
outset, I take up a numberof questions abouthow the learningprocess proceeds and attempt
to specify more fully the roles that ideas play in policymaking. I then test the central
propositionsof the conventionallearningmodel and my expandedversion againsta series of
cases of differentkinds of policy change, with the following questions in mind. How should
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we understandthe relationshipbetween ideas and policymaking?How do the ideas behind
policy change course? Is the process of social learning relatively incremental, as
organization theory might lead us to expect, or marked by upheaval and the kind of
"punctuatedequilibrium" that often applies more generally to political change.'3 Are
bureaucrats the principal actors in social learning, or do politicians and societal
organizations also play a role? Finally, I explore the implications of these cases for
state-society relations with particularattention to the relationshipbetween social learning
and the autonomyof the state.
The cases that this article examines are all drawn from a specific empirical setting,
namely, that of macroeconomicpolicymaking in Britain between 1970 and 1989. A broad
concept such as social learningdeserves to be explored in many contexts; no single case can
fully resolve these issues. However, the setting of macroeconomicpolicymaking in Britain
is an ideal one against which to test the prevailing conceptions of social learning and
their implications for state theory. On the one hand, economic policymaking is a
knowledge-intensiveprocess, long associated with concepts of learning. As Heclo observes:
"Nowhere is the importanceof such learning and alterationof perspective more clearly
demonstratedthan in the economic doctrinesprevalentin any given period."14 On the other
hand, economic policymaking in Britainfigures heavily in the most prominentattemptsby
state theorists to apply the concept of learning.'5 It also provides excellent cases against
which to test state-centricargumentsthat the learningprocess is dominatedby officials and
highly placed experts, since the power of official experts should be at its maximum in a
highly technicalfield like macroeconomicpolicymakingand in nationslike Britainthat have
unusually hierarchicaland closed bureaucracies.

The Process of Social Learning
We can begin from what might be termedthe prevailingmodel of social learningas utilized
by contemporarytheorists of the state. It is heavily based on Heclo's work, but the state
theorists take his cautious formulationssomewhat farther. The image of learning that they
presenthas three central features.
First, they suggest that one of the principalfactors affecting policy at time-1 is policy at
time-0. In Sacks' words: "The most importantinfluence in this learning is previous policy
itself."16Policy respondsless directly to social and economic conditions than it does to the
consequences of past policy. In Weir and Skocpol's terms, the interests and ideals that
policymakerspursueat any momentin time are shapedby "policy legacies" or "meaningful
reactions to previous policies.""
Second, the key agents pushing forwardthe learning process are the experts in a given
field of policy, either working for the state or advising it from privileged positions at the
interface between the bureaucracyand the intellectual enclaves of society. Heclo observes
that "[f]orced to choose one group among all the separate political factors as most
consistentlyimportant. . the bureaucraciesof Britainand Sweden loom predominantin the
policies studied."'8 On the whole, this model tends to downgradethe role of politicians in
social learning and to attribute particular importance to the officials or experts who
specialize in specific fields of policy.
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Finally, this view of social learningemphasizesthe capacity of states to act autonomously
from societal pressure. Heclo rejects the view that outside factors, such as socioeconomic
development, elections, political parties, and organized interests, play a primaryrole in the
development of social policy and concludes, albeit cautiously, that "if one were forced to
hold the policy process static and choose between an essentially pluralistic or elitist
interpretation,then our tentative conclusions . . . would suggest the greater interpretive
power of the latter." Sacks and others go even fartherto argue that accounts of social
learning "reveal the substantial autonomy of the state from societal pressures in its
formulationof policy goals."'9
It should be apparentthat this is a relatively schematicmodel that needs to be fleshed out
in several respects. To begin with, the concept of social learning itself should be defined
more clearly. Learning is conventionally said to occur when individuals assimilate new
information, including that based on past experience, and apply it to their subsequent
actions. Therefore, we can define social learningas a deliberateattemptto adjust the goals
or techniques of policy in response to past experience and new information. Learning is
indicatedwhen policy changes as the result of such a process.20
In addition, we should allow for the possibility that the learning process may take
different forms, depending on the kinds of changes in policy that are involved. That is to
say, the concept of social learningshould be disaggregated.In order to do so, we can think
of policymaking as a process that usually involves three central variables:the overarching
goals that guide policy in a particularfield, the techniques or policy instrumentsused to
attainthose goals, and the precise settings of these instruments.For instance, if the goal of
the policy is to alleviate the financial problems of the elderly, the chosen instrumentmight
be an old age pension, and its setting would be the level at which benefits were set. We want
to distinguish the learning process associated with a simple change in the level of benefits
from that associatedwith potentiallymore radicaltransformationsin the basic instrumentsof
policy or its overarchinggoals.
Building on these distinctions, we can identify three distinct kinds of changes in policy
and illustrateeach from cases of macroeconomicpolicymakingin Britain over the 1970-89
period.
First, the levels (or settings) of the basic instrumentsof British policy, such as the
minimum lending rate or the fiscal stance, were altered at frequent intervals during the
1970-89 period, even when the overall goals and instrumentsof policy remainedthe same.
Most of the adjustmentsmade in the annual budget took this form: the settings of the
government's policy instruments were modified in the light of past experience and
projections for the future performanceof the economy. We can call the process whereby
instrumentsettings are changed in the light of experience and new knowledge, while the
overall goals and instrumentsof policy remainthe same, a process of first order change in
policy.
Second, there were several instances in the 1970-89 period when the hierarchyof goals
behind British macroeconomicpolicy remained largely the same but the basic techniques
used to attain them were altered, as a result of dissatisfactionwith past experience. These
episodes included the introductionof a new system of monetary control in 1971, the
developmentof a new system of "cash limits" for public spendingcontrol in 1976, and the
movement away from strict targets for monetarygrowth in 1981-83. Changes of this sort,
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when the instrumentsof policy as well as their settings are altered in response to past
experience even though the overall goals of policy remainthe same, might be said to reflect
a process of second orderchange.
Finally, the British experience of 1970-89 was also marked by a radical shift from
Keynesian to monetaristmodes of macroeconomicregulation, which entailed simultaneous
changes in all three components of policy: the instrument settings, the instruments
themselves, and the hierarchyof goals behind policy. Such wholesale changes in policy
occur relatively rarely, but when they do occur as a result of reflection on past experience,
we can describe them as instances of third order change.21
In order to understandhow social learning takes place, we also need a more complete
account of the role that ideas play in the policy process. After all, the concept of social
learning implies that ideas are central to policymaking, even if it says little more than that
about the role they play. To construct a more robust formulation, let us begin from
Anderson's fruitful observationthat "the deliberationof public policy takes place within a
realm of discourse . . . policies are made within some system of ideas and standardswhich
is comprehensibleand plausible to the actors involved."22 More precisely, policymakers
customarilywork within a frameworkof ideas and standardsthat specifies not only the goals
of policy and the kind of instrumentsthat can be used to attainthem, but also the very nature
of the problems they are meant to be addressing. Like a Gestalt, this framework is
embedded in the very terminology through which policymakers communicate about their
work, and it is influential precisely because so much of it is taken for granted and
unamenableto scrutinyas a whole. I am going to call this interpretiveframeworka policy
paradigm.
Macroeconomicpolicymaking in Britain has clearly revolved aroundthis sort of policy
paradigm. For most of the postwar period, British policy was based on a highly coherent
system of ideas associatedwith John MaynardKeynes. Once adaptedto the organizationof
the British financial system, Keynesian ideas were institutionalizedinto the proceduresof
the British Treasuryand formalizedas the "neoclassical synthesis" in many standardtexts.
They specified what the economic world was like, how it was to be observed, which goals
were attainablethroughpolicy, and what instrumentsshould be used to attain them. They
became the prism throughwhich policymakerssaw the economy as well as their own role
within it.23
These policy paradigmsare ratherlike the scientific paradigmsthat Thomas Kuhn has
identified, and we can take advantageof this analogy to develop some hypothesesabouthow
the learning process in public policymaking might proceed.24For instance, reference to
Kuhn allows us to locate the different kinds of policy change relative to one another. First
and second order change can be seen as cases of "normal policymaking," namely of a
process that adjustspolicy withoutchallengingthe overall terms of a given policy paradigm,
much like "normal science." Third order change, by contrast, is likely to reflect a very
differentprocess, markedby the radicalchanges in the overarchingtermsof policy discourse
associated with a "paradigmshift." If first and second order changes preserve the broad
continuities usually found in patterns of policy, third order change is often a more
disjunctive process associated with periodic discontinuities in policy. One striking
implication of this analysis would be that first and second order changes in policy do not
automatically lead to third order changes. As in the case of scientific change, normal
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policymakingcan proceed for some time without necessarily precipitatinga paradigmshift.
The latter is engenderedquite differently.
The process of first order change is likely to display the features of incrementalism,
satisficing, and routinized decision making that we normally associate with the policy
process.25Second order change and the developmentof new policy instrumentsmay move
one step beyond in the direction of strategic action. But third order change is more
problematic:the literatureprovides far less guidance for modeling this sort of process.
Nevertheless, we can draw on the Kuhnian image of scientific progress to develop some
hypotheses about how the process of paradigmshift or third order change in policy might
proceed.
Such an account should begin from the observationthat paradigmsare by definition never
fully commensurablein scientific or technical terms. Because each paradigmcontains its
own account of how the world facing policymakersoperates and each account is different,
it is often impossible for the advocatesof differentparadigmsto agree on a common body of
data against which a technical judgment in favor of one paradigmover another might be
made.26Three importantimplicationsfollow.
First, the process whereby one policy paradigmcomes to replace another is likely to be
more sociological than scientific. Thatis to say, althoughthe changing views of experts may
play a role, their views are likely to be controversial,and the choice between paradigmscan
rarely be made on scientific grounds alone. The movement from one paradigmto another
will ultimatelyentail a set of judgmentsthat is more political in tone, and the outcome will
depend, not only on the argumentsof competing factions, but on theirpositional advantages
within a broaderinstitutionalframework,on the ancillary resources they can command in
the relevant conflicts, and on exogenous factors affecting the power of one set of actors to
impose its paradigmover others.
Second, issues of authorityare likely to be central to the process of paradigmchange.
Faced with conflicting opinions from the experts, politicians will have to decide whom to
regard as authoritative, especially on matters of technical complexity, and the policy
communitywill engage iria contest for authorityover the issues at hand. In other words, the
movement from one paradigmto anotheris likely to be precededby significant shifts in the
locus of authorityover policy.
Finally, instances of policy experimentationand policy failure are likely to play a key
role in the movement from one paradigmto another. Like scientific paradigms, a policy
paradigmcan be threatenedby the appearanceof anomalies, namely by developments that
are not fully comprehensible,even as puzzles, within the terms of the paradigm. As these
accumulate, ad hoc attempts are generally made to stretch the terms of the paradigm to
cover them, but this gradually underminesthe intellectual coherence and precision of the
original paradigm. Efforts to deal with such anomalies may also entail experiments to
adjust existing lines of policy, but if the paradigmis genuinely incapable of dealing with
anomalous developments, these experiments will result in policy failures that gradually
underminethe authorityof the existing paradigmand its advocates even further.
Therefore, the movement from one paradigm to another that characterizesthird order
change is likely to involve the accumulationof anomalies, experimentationwith new forms
of policy, and policy failures that precipitatea shift in the locus of authorityover policy and
initiate a wider contest between competing paradigms. This contest may well spill beyond
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the boundariesof the state itself into the broaderpolitical arena. It will end only when the
supportersof a new paradigmsecure positions of authorityover policymakingand are able
to rearrangethe organizationand standardoperatingproceduresof the policy process so as
to institutionalizethe new paradigm.
How well does this expanded image of social learning fit the course of British
macroeconomicpolicymakingin the 1970-89 period?And what are the implicationsof this
case for contemporarytheories of the state? To answer these questions, we need to explore
empiricalcases representativeof each of the three types of policy change. These are drawn
from the process of macroeconomic policymaking in Britain since 1970. Because space
permitsonly a brief review of each case, I concentrateon those featuresmost relevantto the
model of social learningoutlined above.27
First-Order Change
As noted above, first order changes in policy took place every year duringthis period, and
often more than once a year, as policymakersadjustedthe budgetjudgment in response to
the revealed consequences of past policy and new developments. The broad outlines of the
process ate well-known. The process was analytical, in the sense that the settings of fiscal
and monetaryinstrumentswere adjustedto attain a specified set of macroeconomictargets,
but also highly routinized, in that the range of options canvassed in any year was generally
restricted by the conventions of the reigning paradigm. For much of the period, such
adjustmentsto policy can be predictedwith a "satisficing" model of decision making.28
This process of first orderchange correspondsquite closely to the image of social learning
currentin statetheory.Policy at time-i was deliberatelyformulatedandjustifiedin termsof the
outcomes of policy at time-0, as the annualFinancialStatementand Budget reportsindicate,
and there is ample evidence thatexpertswithin the civil service played a dominantrole in the
process. They controlledboththe advice going to the chancellorandthe forecastson which that
advice was based. The primeministerand chancellorcould push policy more in one direction
thananother,as EdwardHeathdid by pressingfor all-outgrowthin 1972 andJamesCallaghan
did by insistingon a lower-ratebandfor taxes in 1978, but they lacked the technicalexpertise
to take the directionof macroeconomicmanagementout of the hands of their officials, and
other ministershad virtuallyno influence over macroeconomicpolicymaking.29
As theoristsof the state would predict, the process of first orderchange also seems to have
been relatively insulated from the kind of pluralist pressures we often associate with the
broaderpolitical system. A variety of groups made representationsto the chancellorbefore
each budget, but these were largely discountedat the Treasury.The Confederationof British
Industrysecured minor concessions in returnfor a promise to police retail prices in 1971,
and the government made some alterationsto policy in exchange for the Trades Union
Congress' agreementto an incomes policy in 1975-76, but these instancesmust be balanced
against the far more numerous occasions over this period when the demands of outside
groups were ignored.30
Second-Order Change
At less frequentjuncturesbetween 1970 and 1989, British governmentsalso made second
orderchanges to policy. That is to say, they alteredthe instrumentsof macroeconomicpolicy
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without radically altering the hierarchy of goals behind policy. I will examine three
representativecases, one drawnfrom each of the three administrationsin office during this
period.
The first case is that of Competitionand CreditControl(CCC), the name given to a series
of alterationsmade to the system of monetarycontrol beginning in 1971. There is an ample
literatureon this episode, and it can be reviewed briefly.31The British clearing banks had
been arguingfor some years that the existing system of quantitativecontrols on lending was
hamperingtheir ability to compete with foreign firms entering the British market, but the
new scheme was initiated by senior officials at the Bank of England only after they, too,
found that the existing system was becoming unworkableand had concluded, after a long
series of studies, that the UK demandfor money was stable enough to supporta system of
monetarycontrol based primarilyon interestrate changes. Lackingthe expertise to examine
the scheme fully, the Treasury gave it only a cursory review and then sold it to the
governmentas a way of encouragingcompetitionin the bankingsystem. When bank lending
rose faster thanexpected in 1972-73, however, the prime ministerbalked at the interestrate
increasesproposedby the Bank, the money supply (M3) rose by 60 percentin 1972-73, and
anothersystem of quantitativecontrols, known colloquially as the "corset," was ultimately
imposed in July 1973. The experimentas a whole was something of a minor disaster.
The next case of second order change had a happier outcome but many of the same
features as the first. It involved the introductionof a new system for controlling public
expenditure, known as a "cash limits" system, that replaced the traditional method of
planning public expenditure in volume terms with a set of limits on departmental
expenditure formulated in nominal pounds sterling. Once again, the impetus for change
came from growing dissatisfactionwith the previous system of expenditurecontrol, which
peaked in 1974-75 when spending apparentlyrose by ?4.9 billion more than could be
accountedfor by published spending plans or announcedchanges to those plans.32Initiated
by senior civil servants at the Treasury, the new system was tried out on public sector
building programsin 1974-76 and introducedmore broadly for the fiscal year 1976-77. It
was accompanied by several additional measures designed to strengthenthe hand of the
Treasury against spending ministers, and it facilitated deep cuts in the projected rate of
spending in subsequentyears.33
A third case of second order change in policy occurred in 1981-85, as the Thatcher
governmentgave up its attemptto implementa system of monetarybase control (MBC) and
graduallymoved away from a monetarypolicy orientedprimarilyto rigid targetsfor the rate
of growth of M3. The governmentenshrinedtargets for M3 in the MediumTerm Financial
Strategy(MTFS) announcedwith the March 1980 budgetand, shortlythereafter,directedits
officials to devise a system for monetarybase control, but by 1985 the governmenthad all
but abandonedstricttargetsfor M3 and any plan for MBC. Once again, officials played the
key role in persuadingministersthat a change in their plans was necessary.34Officials at the
Bank of England resolutely resisted MBC on the grounds that under such a system they
would lose controlof short-terminterestrates, and, as successive attemptsto control the rate
of growthof M3 failed, both Bank and Treasuryofficials persuadedthe chancellorto turnto
other indicators of monetary stringency and eventually to incorporate exchange rate
movements into his calculations. By 1985 a multitudeof measures was utilized to assess
monetarygrowth, the centraltargetswere largely notional, the practiceof "overfunding"the
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public sectordeficit once employed to controlM3 had been terminated,and monetarypolicy
was guided for the most partby ad hoc considerations.35
Althoughonly a brief review of these cases has been possible here, what is most striking
about all of them is that they accord remarkablywell with the image of social learning
presentedby state-centrictheorists. In each case, changes were made to policy instruments
primarily in response to dissatisfaction with past policy rather than in response to new
economic events alone. Competition and Credit Control was inspired by the growing
unworkability of existing controls on credit and their distorting effects on banking
competition rather than by the underlying course of monetary growth. The inflationary
conditions of 1975-76 made some reduction in public expendituredesirable, but the new
system of cash limits was a direct response to the apparentfailure of existing methods for
planning public expenditure. Likewise, modifications made to the system of monetary
control in 1981-85 were motivatedprimarilyby dissatisfactionwith the unworkabilityof a
system based on rigid targets for the monetarybase.
It is also notablethat officials, ratherthan politicians, played the most centralrole in each
instanceof social learning.CCC was initiatedby Bank officials on the basis of studiesbegun
before the Heath governmenttook office, and its presentationwas simply tailored to fit the
prevailing Conservativeplatform. The system of cash limits was also devised by officials
before the Labourgovernmentcame to office and presentedto the chancellor as a solution
when appropriateproblems arose, much as a "garbage can" theory of decision making
would suggest.36The resistanceof the primeministerdelayed the move away from monetary
targetsin the 1980s, but once again those pushing most stronglyfor a change were the civil
servantswho had to operate the policy.
All of these are also cases in which the state acted ratherautonomously.The system of
cash limits was never really the object of pressurefrom outside actors;what pressurecame
from the financialpress was itself largely engineeredby Whitehall.37In the case of CCC, the
clearing banks had been seeking relief from quantitativecontrols for some time, but the
Bank moved toward a new system only when its own calculations indicated (albeit
incorrectly)that a stable demand for money existed. Similarly, there had been vociferous
critics of monetarytargetssince their inceptionin 1976, but the Thatchergovernmentmoved
away from them only when its own policy experts concluded they were unworkable.
In light of these cases, we might well conclude that the prevailingimage of social learning
is correctin all its essentials. However, the most importanttransformationin policy over this
period was one characterizedby third order change, and before reaching any conclusions,
we should examine this process as well.
Third Order Change
In addition to the first and second order changes discussed here, much more dramatic
changes in British macroeconomicpolicy also took place duringthe 1970-89 period. These
changes are commonly associated with the movement from a Keynesian mode of
policymaking to one based on monetaristeconomic theory. Although the movement began
around1976, the most intense breakin policy came after a Conservativegovernmentled by
MargaretThatcherwas elected in 1979. Not only were the settings of policy changed but the
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hierarchyof goals and set of instrumentsemployed to guide policy shifted radicallyas well.
Inflation replaced unemploymentas the preeminentconcern of policymakers. Macroeconomic efforts to reduceunemploymentwere rejectedin favor of balancedbudgets and direct
tax reductions. Monetary policy replaced fiscal policy as the principal macroeconomic
instrument,and it was reorientedtowardfixed targetsfor the rateof monetarygrowth. Many
regulatory instruments associated with state intervention, such as incomes policies,
exchange controls, and quantitativelimits on bank lending, were eliminated. This was a
clear case of third order change in policy.38
What was the characterof this process of third order change? How did policy change so
radically?Althoughthe election of MargaretThatcheras prime ministeris a key component
of the story, it is not the only component. After all, new governments under determined
leaders had been elected before. Similarly, althoughpoor levels of economic performance
and rising rates of inflation helped to provoke change, to cite them alone does not tell us
more about the process of change. We need a conceptual frameworkfor understandingthe
process whereby British macroeconomicpolicy changed during the 1970s and 1980s.
For that purpose, it is useful to return to the concept of a "policy paradigm."
Keynesianism and monetarismwere quintessentialexamples of such paradigms. Although
something of a new synthesis between them has emerged in recent years, duringthe period
examined here, namely the 1970s and early 1980s, these two economic ideologies were
distinct paradigms.Not only did the policy prescriptionsof monetaristsdiverge from those
of the Keynesians, they were also based on a fundamentallydifferentconception of how the
economy itself worked. WhereasKeynesiansviewed the privateeconomy as unstableand in
need of intermittentfiscal adjustment,monetaristssaw the private economy as stable and
discretionary policy as an impediment to efficient economic performance. Whereas
Keynesian policymakers attributedfluctuations in economic output and inflation to the
cycles of the real economy or excessive wage and price pressure, monetariststook the view
that fluctuationsin output and inflation were caused primarilyby excessive changes in the
rate of growth of the money supply. And if Keynesian governmentshad believed that they
could reduce the rate of unemploymentby altering the fiscal stance ever since the famous
1944 white paper on that subject, monetarists contended that the jobless were not the
responsibilityof the state because unemploymentwould converge on "naturalrate" fixed by
conditions in the labor marketratherthan by the macroeconomicstance.39
When monetarismreplaced Keynesianism as the template guiding policy, there was a
radical shift in the hierarchyof goals guiding policy, the instrumentsrelied on to effect
policy, and the settings of those instruments.Moreover,these changes were accompaniedby
substantialchanges in the discourse employed by policymakers and in the analysis of the
economy on which policy was based. In short, the third order change in British
policymaking that occurred during this period was accompanied by a wholesale shift in
policy paradigms.This providesus with an importantclue in understandingthe characterof
this process of change. It should resemble the process of paradigmchange drawn from the
Kuhnianmodel and outlined above. Although the relevantevents can be described here in
only the briefest of terms, they display many of the featuresa Kuhnianmodel would lead us
to expect.
The process was initiated early in the 1970s by a series of economic developments, of
which the most importantwas rising rates of inflation, soon to be joined by stagnatinglevels
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of growth and employment. These developments were disturbingin themselves, but they
were particularlythreatening to the Keynesian paradigm because it could neither fully
anticipatenor explain them. In other words, they were "anomalies" in the Kuhniansense,
which called into question the adequacy of Keynesian analyses of the economy. The most
famous, althoughby no means only, anomalywas the simultaneousincrease in inflationand
unemploymentthat seemed to vitiate the Phillips curve on which Keynesianpolicy had long
been based.
Partly because these events were anomalous in terms of the prevailing policy paradigm,
they led to a series of mistakenforecasts and policy failures. Only some of these problems
can be enumeratedhere." On serious underestimatesof the rate of inflation, the government
fueled an inflationaryspiral with cost-of-living agreementsin 1973. Unable to interpretthe
impact of the 1974 oil price increases on British business, the Treasuryendorsedcorporate
tax increases in Marchof that year, only to have to offset them with emergency relief later
that fall. Underestimatesof the relative price effect on public sector consumption led to
serious miscalculationsof public spending and the public sector borrowing requirementin
1974-75. A misjudged attempt to nudge sterling down on the foreign exchanges in the
spring of 1976 precipitateda run on the pound that ended with recourse to the IMF and
severe spendingcuts in 1977. These were widely perceived to be significant policy failures,
and such failures did much to discredit the prevailingpolicy paradigm.
The governmentreacted with a series of policy experiments that were basically ad hoc
attempts to recover control of the economy by adjusting traditionalKeynesian practices.
However, the effect of these adaptationswas to stretch the intellectual coherence of the
paradigm that was supposed to be guiding policy to the point of breaking. The most
prominenteffort was a series of incomes policies implementedin 1972-73 and 1975-77 to
cope with inflation. But incomes policies ate away at one of the Keynesian paradigm's
greatest sources of appeal, its ability to promise effective economic managementwithout
interveningdirectly in the affairs of individualeconomic actors.41Several years of tortuous
negotiations with the unions ate away at the authority of both the government and the
Keynesian paradigm.
Similar problems with the financial marketsfurthereroded this authority.As a result of
unanticipatedshifts in the behavior of the marketsfor governmentdebt that were linked to
the effects of CCC and rising levels of debt, the Labour government found itself held
hostage with increasingfrequencyto demandsemanatingfrom the marketsfor spendingcuts
or interest rate increases. It experimentedwith monetarytargets in 1976-77 but found that
they simply enhancedthe leverage of the financialmarketsover the government.42The effect
was to impair the capacity of public officials to cope with unemploymentin a Keynesian
manner. Keynesian doctrine gradually lost coherence and credibility in the eyes of
politicians, officials, and the public. The prime ministerhimself told the 1976 LabourParty
conference: "We used to think you could just spend your way out of recession and increase
employmentby cutting taxes and boosting spending. I tell you in all candourthat option no
longer exists. .. ."43
As a result of these developments, the locus of authority over macroeconomic issues
began to shift. Hitherto,the Treasuryhad enjoyed a virtualmonopoly of authorityover such
matters. By 1976, distrustfulMPs forced the government to release details of the secret
Treasurymodel to the generalpublic. The prime ministeroverruledthe Treasuryin favor of
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the Bank of England on several key issues in 1977. And even the Chancellor of the
Exchequer lost enough faith in his own officials that an unusual numberof them left the
Treasuryshortly after 1976.44
One featureof this shift in the locus of authoritywas an extraordinaryintensificationin
debate about economic issues in the media and financial circles. As the Treasury lost
influence, what we might call the outside "marketplacein economic ideas" expanded
dramaticallyin the 1975-79 period. New research institutes devoted to economic affairs
were created;financial institutionsexpanded their economic researchdepartments;and the
already high volume of economic commentary in the press grew larger and even more
sophisticated. Macroeconomic management became the subject of an intense public
debate.45

Economic commentatorsand public figures alike began to search for alternativesto the
Keynesian paradigm. The monetarist paradigm soon became the principal challenger to
Keynesian doctrine, in large part because it was the most coherent and highly developed
alternative, having achieved substantial support among American economists. Its major
rival, propoundedby the CambridgeEconomic Policy Group, was still closely associated
with Keynesianism and suffered a critical loss of credibility when some of its core
predictions linking the budget deficit to the balance of payments failed in 1975-76.
However, monetarismstill had very little supportfrom British economists, who remained
overwhelminglyKeynesian. This was not a case in which the bulk of expert opinion shifted,
drawingpolicymakersalong in its wake.
Instead, political, as opposed to purely economic, criteriabecame the key factor behind
the success of the monetaristparadigm.By 1975 the debate about policy paradigmsspilled
over into the political arena and became the object of electoral competition. Seeking a
weapon with which to attack the vulnerable leadership of their own party and then the
Labour government, MargaretThatcherand a few others took up a competing economic
paradigm based on monetarist doctrine. They were genuinely seeking new solutions to
Britain's economic problems, but they embraced the monetaristsolution in large measure
because it also had substantialpolitical appeal.46
Monetarismhad political appeal, first, because it provided a coherent challenge to the
policies of the Labour government. However, monetarism had a special appeal to
Conservatives,and especially those on the right wing of the party,because it provideda new
rationale for many measures which they had long supported. The monetarist critique of
fiscal activism containeda new set of argumentsfor the long-standingConservativeposition
that public spending and the role of the state in the economy should be reduced. The
monetarist idea that the "natural rate" of unemployment could be decreased only by
reducing the power of the trade unions also fit well with the Conservatives' growing
antipathytowardthe unions.47
Conservativepoliticianssaw that monetarismcould be presentedin termsthathad broader
public appeal as well. By the end of the 1970s, a decade of tortuous negotiations over
incomes policies had rendered both the trade unions and neocorporatist arrangements
increasingly unpopular. The government seemed impotent in the face of continuing
economic problems and powerful unions. Monetarism offered a simple but appealing
prescriptionfor all of these dilemmas. Its advocates argued that the government could
discipline the unions and eliminate inflation, the most serious economic problem of the
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1970s, simply by adheringto a stricttargetfor the rate of growthof the money supply. In the
face of such a target, the unions would have to reduce their wage demands in orderto avoid
unemployment. In short, monetarism was presented as a doctrine that could restore the
authorityof the governmentas well as resolve Britain's economic problems.48
Once the monetaristparadigmwas taken up by the Conservatives,its fate came to depend
heavily on their electoral fortunes, which were conditionedby a wide range of factors. The
policy failures associated with the stretchingof the Keynesian paradigm,culminatingin the
collapse of incomes policy during the winter of 1979, probably contributedmore to the
Conservative's electoral victory that May than did the positive appeal of monetarism.49
When policy paradigms become the object of open political contestation, the outcome
depends on the ability of each side to mobilize a sufficient electoral coalition in the political
arena.50
Once in office, Thatcherplayed a key role in institutionalizingthe new policy paradigm.
She packedthe influentialeconomic committeesof the cabinet with its supporters,appointed
an outside monetaristto be chief economic advisor at the Treasury,and in conjunctionwith
a few advisors, virtually dictated the outlines of macroeconomicpolicy for several years.
The locus of authorityover policymaking in this period again shifted dramaticallytowards
the prime minister. Over time, an aggressive policy of promotingcivil servants who were
highly pliable or sympatheticto monetaristviews implantedthe new paradigmeven more
firmly. By 1982, the operatingroutines at the Treasuryand the Bank of Englandas well as
the terms of policy discourse had shifted decisively toward monetarism.51
How well does this case of third order change in policy fit the image of social learning
used by contemporaryanalystsof the state?It should be apparentthatthis case deviates from
the model in some importantrespects. First, it was not civil servants or policy experts
engaged by the government, but politicians and the media, who played the preeminentrole
in this process of policy change. The vast majorityof governmenteconomists were virtually
as Keynesianin 1979 as they had been in 1970. The monetaristassaultwas led by influential
journalists, such as William Rees-Mogg and Samuel Brittan, and key politicians like
MargaretThatcherand Sir Keith Joseph, who persuadedothers of the advantagesof their
cause and virtually forced the Whitehall machine to alter its mode of macroeconomic
policymaking.
Moreover, this process of policy change did not take place primarilywithin the confines
of the state itself. On the contrary,it began with a shift in the locus of authorityaway from
the Treasurytowarda growing marketplaceof economic ideas outside the state. The ensuing
struggle to replace one policy paradigmwith anotherwas a societywide affair, mediatedby
the press, deeply imbricatedwith electoral competition, and fought in the public arena.

Conclusion
This analysis has important implications for contemporary theories of the state. By
disaggregatingthe process whereby policy changes into three subtypes according to the
magnitudeof the changes involved and by invoking the concept of policy paradigms,we can
discern more variationin social learningthan hithertorecognized. The processes of first and
second order change in policy correspond quite well to the image of social learning
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presentedby Heclo and many theoristsof the state. Changes in policy at time-i were clearly
a response to policy at time-0 and its consequences. Experts in the public employ were
primarilyresponsiblefor policy innovation, and the learningprocess as a whole took place
primarilyinside the state itself.
However, the process of third order change which moved Britain from Keynesian to
monetaristmodes of policymaking was quite different. Policy at time-1 was certainly a
response to the consequences of policy at time-0, but politicians ratherthan experts played
a dominantrole, and the process spilled well beyond the boundariesof the state to involve
the media, outside interests, and contendingpolitical parties. Policy changed, not as a result
of autonomousaction by the state, but in response to an evolving societal debate that soon
became bound up with electoral competition.
These findings call into question the tendency of state-centrictheories to associate social
learning with the autonomy of the state. Only some kinds of social learning seem to take
place inside the state itself. The process of learning associated with importantthird order
changes in policy can be a much broaderaffair subject to powerful influences from society
and the political arena.Moreover, this appearsto be true even in a technicallycomplex field
like macroeconomic policymaking, where the state should be most autonomous from
societal pressure.
This analysis sheds light on state-society relations more generally. To begin with, it
suggests that the stark dichotomy between state and society often drawn by state-centric
theory should be revised in orderto allot a significantrole to the political system, defined as
the complex of political parties and interest intermediariesthat stand at the intersection
between the state and society in democratic polities. The monetaristparadigmultimately
triumphedover its Keynesian rival by means of partisanelectoral competition. Those who
seek to "bring the state back in" to political analysis should not simultaneously read the
political system out of their analyses.52
However, this case indicates that we need an even more expansive concept of
state-society relations than such traditional conceptions of the political system provide.
Political partiesand organizedinterestsgroupsare not the only "transmissionbelts" between
the state and society. There were three other mechanismsthroughwhich significantpressure
from society was placed on the British government to shift modes of economic
policymaking.
The most obvious of these mechanisms was the media. Although we habitually
acknowledge its presence, we rarelyincorporatean adequateappreciationof the importance
of the media into our analyses. In this case, the British press did not simply transmitthe
range of views to be found among economists about the direction of economic policy; it
magnified the prominencegiven to monetaristdoctrine and catapultedmonetaristthinking
onto the public agenda.53The press is both a mirrorof public opinion and a magnifyingglass
for the issues that it takes up.
Little noticed but especially importantin the 1975-79 period was the pressure that the
financial markets, notably for government debt and foreign exchange, placed on the
government. Many of the ad hoc adjustmentstowards monetarismmade by the 1974-79
Labour government were forced on it by the behavior of the financial markets, and the
popularityof monetaristdoctrine in these marketsinfluenced both the Bank of Englandand
the government. We are accustomed to the view that governments face an electoral
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constraint,but we should not forget that they also confrontsignificant marketconstraintsin
the sphere of finance as well.54
Finally, the 1970s saw a vast expansion in the outside marketplacefor economic ideas.
The media and City brokeragehouses were importantparticipantsin this marketplace,but
they were not the only ones. Fueled by the release of the Treasury'seconometric model,
new researchinstitutessprangup, and a host of pamphletsabout economic policy began to
circulate. In short, where once there was virtually no external commentary on
macroeconomicpolicy, somethingsimilar to a "policy network"or "issue network"sprang
up to provide outsiders with influence over a formerlyclosed policy process.55
In some respects, these observations pull us back toward traditional models of
policymakingas a struggle for power in which competing interestspress their views on the
government. The contest for electoral power that broughtThatcherto office was certainly
centralto the triumphof monetarism.Here, as in many instances, it would be an errorto see
politics exclusively in terms of collective puzzle-solving. To borrowHeclo's unusualverbs,
many of the actors involved in changing policy not only "puzzle"; they also "power."
Does this mean that it would be inappropriateto describe the process of thirdorderpolicy
change described here as a case of social learning? I think not. The critical actors in this
process inside both the state and society were not simply seeking to advance their own
interests.They were also seeking solutions to Britain'seconomic problems. The 1970s were
dominatedby collective puzzlement and uncertaintyabout the economy, and the effort to
regain control over it was an intensely intellectual quest marked by highly sophisticated
debate in the media, the political parties, and the City, as well as among policymakers.The
play of ideas was as importantto the outcome as was the contest for power. For these
reasons, it seems highly appropriateto describe this process as one of social learning.
The importantpoint here is that "powering"and "puzzling" often go together. Both are
dimensions of the process whereby policy changes, especially in democraticpolities, whose
institutionstend to combine the two endeavors. Politicians compete for office precisely by
propoundingnew solutions to collective problems which appeal to the electorate. Officials
advance theirown fortuneswithin the bureaucracypartlyby devising new approachesto old
dilemmas. The institutionalarrangementsdesigned to marry the public interest to private
interests in a democracyrarely work perfectly, but they do operate so as to militate against
a rigid distinctionbetween power-basedand ideas-basedmodels of politics. The competition
for power can itself be a vehicle of social learning.56
The principalcontributionof a social learningperspective is to draw our attentionto the
role of ideas in politics. It reminds us that state-society relations can not adequately be
describedentirely in terms of the "pressures"thateach exerts on the other, whetherthrough
parties, organized interests, administrativeorgans, or policy networks. The state is also
linked to society by a flow of ideas between the two spheres. Politicians, officials, the
spokesmen for social interests, and policy experts all operate within the terms of political
discourse that are currentin the nation at a given time, and the terms of political discourse
generally have a specific configurationthat lends representativelegitimacy to some social
interests more than others, delineates the accepted boundaries of state action, associates
contemporarypolitical developmentswith particularinterpretationsof nationalhistory, and
defines the context in which many issues will be understood.57
In various respects, then, the terms of political discourse privilege some lines of policy
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over others, and the struggleboth for advantagewithin the prevailingtermsof discourse and
for leverage with which to alter the terms of political discourse is a perennial feature of
politics. Organized interests, political parties, and policy experts do not simply "exert
power"; they acquirepower in partby trying to influence the political discourseof theirday.
To the degree they are able to do so, they may have a major impact on policy without
necessarily acquiringthe formal trappingsof influence.58The resultantflow of ideas is an
importantdimension of the process in which policy is made.
However, this dimension of policymaking has proven especially difficult to model.59
Like subatomicparticles, ideas do not leave much of a trailwhen they shift. Whatthis article
contributesto the analysis of such matters is a specific argumentabout the way in which
ideas conditionpolicymakingand how they change, organizedaroundthe concept of "policy
paradigms." Policy paradigmscan be seen as one feature of the overall terms of political
discourse. They suggest that the policymakingprocess can be structuredby a particularset
of ideas, just as it can be structuredby a set of institutions. The two often reinforce each
other since the routines of policymaking are usually designed to reflect a particularset of
ideas about what can and should be done in a sphere of policy.60But the ideas embodied in
a policy paradigmhave a status somewhatindependentof institutionsthat can be used, as in
the case of monetarism,to bolster or induce changes in institutionalroutines.
To illustratethis point, we need go no furtherthan to compare the 1970-74 government
under Edward Heath and the 1979-83 government of Margaret Thatcher. Both were
Conservativegovernments,elected on promises to lower inflation, cut taxes, and reduce the
role of the state in the economy. When rates of unemploymentbegan to rise and recession
loomed, however, the Heath governmentmade a famous U-turn back toward reflation and
interventionistpolicies, while the Thatchergovernmentheld fast to its deflationarycourse.
What explains the difference?In part, of course, Thatcherlearnedfrom Heath's experience,
suggesting once again that policy is strongly influenced by past experience. However, the
platformon which Heath was elected was a jerrybuiltstructurewith no underpinningin an
alternativeeconomic theory, while Thatcher'swas based on a much more fully elaborated
monetaristparadigm. Thus, when recession loomed and both governments faced intense
pressurefrom producergroups for reflation, Heath had nothing to fall back on, other than a
Keynesian paradigmthat dictatedreflation. Thatcher,by contrast, was able to appeal to the
monetaristparadigmfor authoritativeargumentswith which to resist mounting pressurefor
reflation.61
With the concept of policy paradigms, then, we can better understandvariations in the
autonomy of the state. Many analysts have argued that the capacity of a state to resist
societal pressuredependson its institutionalstructure.62However, this observationgenerates
a puzzle: how is it that a state with an unchanging structureoften seems to be more
autonomousfrom societal pressureat some times than at others or in some fields of policy
than others?The answer suggested here is that the autonomyof the state in a given field of
policy may also depend on whether there is a coherent policy paradigm present there.
Policymakersare likely to be in a strongerposition to resist pressurefrom societal interests
when they are armed with a coherent policy paradigm. If it does not dictate the optimal
course for policy, at least it provides a set of criteria for resisting some societal demands
while acceptingothers. Precisely for this reason, the presenceof a coherentpolicy paradigm
greatly enhancedthe autonomyof the Thatcheritestate in the economic sphere. Conversely,
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when such a paradigm is absent or disintegrating, policymakers may be much more
vulnerableto outside pressure, as the 1974-79 Labourgovernmentwas once the Keynesian
paradigmbegan to collapse. In this context, it becomes importantto understandhow and
why policy paradigmschange.
Building on Kuhn's formulation of such idea systems, I have generated a number of
hypotheses about the process whereby policies change and tested them against cases of
British economic policymaking during the 1970s. Several features of the process were
striking. Policy displayed a specific kind of trajectory.The presence of a policy paradigm
generatedlong periods of continuitypunctuatedoccasionally by the disjunctive experience
of paradigmshift.63The processes whereby different kinds of changes in policy occurred
were quite distinctive. First and second order change took place within a relatively closed
policy networkand did not cumulateinto thirdorderchange. The latterdisplayed particular
features. New economic developmentsof the sort that occur all the time were not sufficient
to generateparadigmchange. That process was initiatedby a specific kind of event, namely
by events thatprovedanomalouswithin the termsof the prevailingparadigm.They gave rise
to policy failures that discredited the old paradigm and led to a wide-ranging search for
alternativesand to a process of experimentationwith modificationsto policy. Centralto this
process was a shift in the locus of authorityover policy. Shifts in the locus of authorityseem
to be a critical component of the process whereby paradigms shift. Finally, the process
leading to changes of this magnitude could not be confined inside the state itself; it was
ultimatelyeffected by means of electoral competition and a broadersocietal debate.
These observationsshould help us to understandhow policy changes over time in other
nations and fields of policy as well. Needless to say, not all fields of policy will possess
policy paradigms as elaborate or forceful as the ones associated with macroeconomic
policymaking. Such paradigmsare most likely to be found in fields where policymaking
involves some highly technical issues and a body of specialized knowledge pertainingto
them. As the scope of the modern state has expanded, however, governmentshave found
themselves involved in more and more spheres of policymaking of this type. The policy
spheresof armscontrol, environmentalregulation,and energy policy, among others, usually
have such a character.
Similarly, policy paradigms are likely to have greatest impact in institutional settings
where policy is superintendedby experts or by administratorswith long tenuresin office. In
such a context, policy paradigmsare likely to become intertwinedwith firmly established
operatingproceduresand departmentalroutines. The British civil service provides the acme
of such settings, and we can expect to see some cross-nationalvariation in the degree to
which policy paradigmsare embedded in institutionalroutines.
Only in some cases, then, will it be appropriateto speak of a fully elaboratedpolicy
paradigm. In others, the web of ideas affecting the direction of policy will be looser and
subjectto more frequentvariations.Even here, however, we should not discount altogether
the impactthat an overarchingset of ideas can have on policy. The most cynical bureaucrats
and politicians must still rationalizetheir actions in terms that will draw popular support,
provide a semblance of consistency, and motivate those who have to carry out the relevant
policies. Moreover, their actions are invariablybased on a particularunderstandingof that
sphereof the world which policy addresses.The terms of discourse in which that sphereand
the policies appropriateto it are discussed constrain and enable often in highly specific
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ways. Even where the Leitmotivof policy is simply an overarchingmetaphor,such as the
"war on drugs" or the "problem of welfare mothers," the metaphor and its attendant
elaborationscan structuremany aspects of what is to be done. Policymakingin virtuallyall
fields takes place within the context of a particularset of ideas that recognize some social
interests as more legitimate than others and privilege some lines of policy over others.64
Withoutdenying the impactof materialinterestson the policy process, we need to know
much more than we now do about the role that ideas play in policymaking and in the
process whereby policies change. I have suggested a number of hypotheses here with
specific applications.The most importantstep we can take, however, is to note that it is not
necessary to deny that politics involves a struggle for power and advantage in order to
recognize that the movement of ideas plays a role, with some impact of its own, in the
process of policymaking. This analysis cautions us against positing too rigid a distinction
between "politics as social learning"and "politics as a strugglefor power." It suggests that
"powering"and "puzzling"are often intertwinedin the formationof public policies. To see
this most clearly, we need more studies of the evolution of policy over time, a subject that
has often been neglected relative to static, one-shot comparisonsof policy across nations.65
Similarly, while recognizing the usefulness of "bringingthe state back in," this analysis
cautions us against positing too rigid a distinctionbetween the state and society and against
an insistence on the autonomy of the state. To move forward, we need more nuanced
analyses of the multiple ways in which state and society can be linked. Only then will the
conditions underwhich governmentsact with more ratherthan less autonomybecome clear.
The investigationof such issues can be enrichedby a more refined appreciationof the role
of ideas in politics and by studies of the dynamics whereby policies change over time.
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